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SIMPLE INSTALLATION

The Retro R10’s Universal 
Adapter is capable of gripping 
the niche wall without mounting 
hooks or screws for installation. 
The patented Cam-Locks grip 
the niche wall, and pull the light 
& niche together for a secure fit. 

If existing niche 
mounting hooks & 
screws are intact, 
Retro R10 supports 
can be installed via 
the Hook Tab at the 
base and front facing 
screw at the top. The 
Hook Tab adjusts to 
suit all major brand 
niche tabs without 
the need for extra 
washers & spacers. 

The Retro R10 is a universal 10” vinyl replacement 
pool light designed to retro-fit all major brand 10” 
niches and pool controllers. Exclusive to Fox, this 
model is available in both white and gray with 

Adapter Plates to protect your Customer’s vinyl 
liner. The Retro R10 provides options for easy 

installation, offers advanced cooling technology, 
and is engineered with industry leading technology 
for a brighter and more efficient lifetime in pools 
and spas. Retro R10 is backed by a 3 year warranty.

R10VL12R1GMP - RETRO GREY RIMMED 10” MULTI PLUS LED POOL 
LIGHT + ADAPTER PLATE (VINYL)

R10VL12R1WMP - RETRO WHITE RIMMED 10” MULTI PLUS LED POOL 
LIGHT + ADAPTER PLATE (VINYL)

STANDARD 
INSTALLATION

CAM-LOCK 
INSTALLATION

QUICK-CONNECT
PLUG

Gone are the days of pulling cables through conduit. With 
the Retro R10’s Quick Connect plug, retro-fit installation 
is fast and reliable. The UL Listed Quick Connect 
Plug system attaches directly to the existing 
cable in the niche, saving time & money, 
and allowing for light replacement when 
cables cannot be removed. 
The Quick Connect Plug power offers safe 
low voltage connection for pool users, and enables 
easier future servicing in the field.

The Retro R10’s external 
heat sink design pushes the 

boundaries of thermal 
technology to harness the 

full cooling potential of the 
pool. Combine this with Spa 

Electrics award winning 
Ceramic Light Engine 

technology, it makes the 
Retro R10 light the brightest 

on the market.

Created with durability 
and longevity of a pool 

lifetime in mind, the Retro 
R10 was created with 

innovative circuit design 
and German-engineered 

LEDs to deliver the 
industry’s highest output, 
and longest lasting light. 

Should existing light cords be 
unusable from normal wear and tear 
or damage, 100’ & 150’ replacement 
cords are available with a connector 
to attach to the Retro R10.

(R1012AWG100US) - 100’ POWER CORD
R1012AWG150US - 150’ POWER CORD

POWER 
CORDS



Featuring a host of innovative features, the LVX Series 
Transformer will simplify installation while providing your 
Customers with quality, long- lasting power supply for their 

underwater lighting systems. In addition to the listed features 
below, the LVX Series is equipped with multiple knockouts and 

an innovative case design that allows the unit to be installed 
in multiple orientations. This minimizes the view of unsightly 

conduit, and ensures a clean and professional installation every 
time. LVX Transformer is backed by a 3 year warranty. 

(LVX50) LOW VOLTAGE TRANSFORMER 50 WATTS

The LVX series uses the same sealing 
technology as the underwater lights. 

With an IP55 waterproof rating, it 
guarantees essentially no moisture 

issues once installed. 

WATER TIGHT GUARANTEE

With greater efficiency and power 
stability than an EI coil, this high 
quality Toroidal coil transformer 

consumes less energy and lasts longer 
than traditional transformers.

HIGH-QUALITY COIL

LVXLVXLOW VOLTAGE TRANSFORMER 50 WATTSLOW VOLTAGE TRANSFORMER 50 WATTS

Complete the installation with 
confidence, using the latest Quick-

Connect termination blocks supplied 
for primary and secondary connections.

QUICK CONNECT
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